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The usual answer is Truman—but it could just as easily be Stalin. In fact, thanks to
Zionist diplomacy, it was both; and therein lies a lesson for the Jewish state today.
November 6, 2017 | Martin Kramer

November 29 marks the 70th anniversary of
UN General Assembly resolution 181,
recommending the partition of Mandate
Palestine into two separate Jewish and Arab
states. On that day in 1947, millions of
listeners sat glued to their radio sets to
follow the voting. The outcome set off
spontaneous celebrations among Zionists
everywhere, for it constituted the ﬁrst
formal international endorsement of a
Jewish state.

A truck with the faces of Soviet Communist leaders
Lenin and Stalin at the labor day parade held in
Tel Aviv on May 1, 1949. Pinn Hans/Israeli
Government Press Ofﬁce.

To celebrate the anniversary, Israel’s
embassy to the United Nations is restoring
the hall in Flushing Meadows, New York—
today the main gallery of the Queens
Museum, then the meeting place of the
General Assembly—to its appearance in 1947. The announced plan is to reenact the vote, with the
current ambassadors of member states that voted “yes” recasting their ballots.
The most conspicuous of the ballots cast will be that of the United States. Indeed, the vote and its
sequel are set to be told as a largely American story. Israel’s UN ambassador, Danny Danon, has
placed the celebration in this historical context:
From the moment President Truman became the ﬁrst world leader to recognize the
new Jewish state, Israel has had no better friend than the United States of America,
and the U.S. has had no more steadfast ally than the state of Israel.
In keeping with this, the keynote speaker in New York will be U.S. Vice-President Mike Pence.
Again and again, we are likely to hear how Harry Truman stood up to his State Department (and,
perhaps less heroically, catered to Jewish voters) by saying “yes” in November 1947 and then by
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immediately recognizing Israel when David Ben-Gurion declared the state on May 14, 1948. And
once again, we will be reminded of Eddie Jacobson, Truman’s Jewish business partner in a
Kansas City haberdashery before the Depression, who famously traded on his old friendship to
secure a critical meeting between Truman and the Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann in March
1948.
The rest of the story has been carefully burnished over the years, including by Truman himself.
In 1953, when Jacobson introduced the former president to a Jewish audience as “the man who
helped create the state of Israel,” Truman upped the ante by comparing himself with the ancient
Persian ruler who restored the Jews to Jerusalem from Babylonian exile: “What do you mean
‘helped to create’? I am Cyrus.”
Historians, it is true, still debate Truman’s motives. But they also agree on one thing: Israel’s
creation owed more to Truman than to any other world leader. “Without Truman,” write Allis
and Ronald Radosh in their book on Truman and Israel, “the new state of Israel might not have
survived its ﬁrst difﬁcult years, and succeeded thereafter.” Michael J. Cohen, in his earlier book
on Truman and Israel, states that in 1947 and 1948, “Truman arguably played the decisive
diplomatic role in the birth of the new state of Israel.” Michael Oren, in Power, Faith, and
Fantasy, his bestseller on America in the Middle East, asserts that Truman’s comparison of
himself with the Persian ruler Cyrus “was not entirely bluster.”
The problem here is simple: everything said about the contribution of Truman could be said
about that of Joseph Stalin.

I. Stalin, a Founding Father of Israel?

In a 1998 essay marking Israel’s 50th anniversary, the historian Paul Johnson addressed a
“paradoxical aspect of the Zionist miracle, which we certainly did not grasp at the time and
which is insufﬁciently understood even now.” That paradox, wrote Johnson, is that “among the
founding fathers of Israel was Joseph Stalin.” Twenty years later, even fewer people grasp it. The
Soviet Union is long gone, remembered by Israel and its supporters as the patron of Nasser
abroad, the jailer and tormentor of Jews at home, the purveyor of vicious anti-Semitism
everywhere. Nor did any Soviet leader himself ever claim the mantle of Cyrus. To the contrary:
from the 1950s onward, the Soviet Union did its utmost to erase the fact of Soviet support for the
creation of Israel from ofﬁcial history and from Arab memory.
Meanwhile, both in the United States and in Israel, an equal and opposite process has erased
from memory the inconstancy of American support for Israel’s creation.
Yes, the U.S. voted for partition in November 1947, but by the following March it had declared
partition impossible to implement and proposed a “temporary” UN trusteeship in its stead. On
the very eve of Britain’s ofﬁcial withdrawal from Israel the following May, America’s top diplomat
was still warning Israel’s leaders against declaring independence.
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It is a “paradoxical aspect of the Zionist miracle,” wrote the historian Paul
Johnson, “that “among the founding fathers of Israel was Joseph Stalin.”
Yes again, Truman did immediately recognize Israel (de facto but not de jure). But he had already
enforced an arms embargo on the Middle East, forcing Israel to scavenge for its survival.
By contrast, not only did the Soviet Union under Stalin vote for partition, and also recognize
Israel—the ﬁrst state to do so de jure, three days after independence—it had come out in favor of
a Jewish state well before the United States. Moreover, it had held ﬁrm in that support both
before and after the vote, and had indirectly assured that the newborn state would have the war
materiel it desperately needed to defend itself. According to Abba Eban, Israel’s ﬁrst UN
ambassador, without the Soviet vote in favor of partition (together with the votes of four satellite
nations), and without the arms provided by the Soviet bloc, “we couldn’t have made it, either
diplomatically or militarily.”
Still, one might wonder: even if all this is true, is any contemporary purpose served by
recounting it? That purpose certainly cannot be to “rehabilitate” Stalin’s Soviet Union. Although
there is such a tendency in Russia today, few outside that country harbor any illusions about
Stalin’s horriﬁc legacy. Nor can the purpose be to belittle the signiﬁcance of American support
for Israel since 1967.
In what follows, my objective is otherwise: to show how, in the years just before, during, and after
the establishment of the state of Israel, its leaders thought creatively about the postwar
geopolitical order. Knowing that they had no steady friends, they presciently identiﬁed the
Soviet Union as an emerging great power, and set about wooing Moscow. Soviet support then
allowed them to parlay budding cold-war rivalries into even more American support. It was a
masterstroke of Zionist diplomacy.
Stalin’s decision is still shrouded in mystery, and it is by no means certain that Zionist overtures
played the decisive role in the Soviet Union’s surprising and highly consequential support for a
Jewish state. But they might have done. Today, as Israel makes its way in a changing world,
marked by the rise of new powers, there may be a lesson to be learned from this history.
It all began with a forgotten speech.

II. A Forgotten Speech That Shocked the World

Shortly before midday on May 14, 1947, Andrei Gromyko, the permanent representative of the
Soviet Union to the United Nations, mounted the dais of the UN General Assembly Hall in
Flushing Meadows, Queens.
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At that moment, the mood of Zionists everywhere was one of gloom. They were still reeling from
the magnitude of the Holocaust, the images from the Nazi extermination camps, and the plight
of hundreds of thousands of survivors who had emerged dazed from the camps and the forests.
The vast majority of these Jews wanted only to leave Europe, and many were embarking on long
treks to Mediterranean ports in hopes of gaining passage to Palestine. A quarter-million Jews
ﬁlled displaced-persons camps in Germany and Austria, desperate for a positive response to their
pleas and safe passage to the Jewish homeland.
In Palestine, thanks to a British policy designed to appease the Arabs, the doors remained as
ﬁrmly shut to Jewish immigration as they had been all through the war. The Royal Navy,
intercepting ships headed for Palestine with their human cargo of Jewish survivors, shipped the
“illegals” to grim detention camps in Cyprus. Some Palestinian Jews reacted to these draconian
measures by taking up arms in an insurgency against the British, setting off a cycle of killings
and retributions. Others appealed to the world’s conscience, with limited results. Although the
yishuv, the organized Jewish population in Palestine, had prepared itself for independence, no
great power had declared itself in favor of a Jewish state.
In February 1947, Britain announced that it would terminate its Mandate and refer the problem
of Palestine to the United Nations. In May, the UN General Assembly moved to create a special
commission, the United Nations Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP), whose job was to
“ascertain the facts” and recommend a “solution to the problem of Palestine.”

Although the Jews in Palestine had prepared themselves for
independence, no great power had come out in favor of a Jewish state.
On May 14, 1947, with a speech by the Soviet representative to the UN,
that suddenly changed.
This was the immediate background to the May 14 speech by Andrei Gromyko deﬁning the brief
of UNSCOP from the Soviet perspective. No Zionist had reason to expect much of it. The Soviet
Union had always derided Zionism as a reactionary if not a fascist movement, and a catspaw of
Western and especially British imperialism. Since the war’s end, the Soviets had maintained that
the “Jewish problem” could be resolved not by moving Jews to Palestine but only by “the
complete eradication of the roots of fascism” in Europe itself. Communist parties across the
Middle East, including in Palestine, dismissed the notion of partition as an imperialist plot. The
party line instead urged “a single, democratic, independent Palestine”—in which Arabs would
outnumber Jews two to one.
At thirty-seven, Gromyko was already a seasoned Soviet diplomat and a former ambassador to
Washington. A British admirer in the UN bureaucracy described him as “dour and gruff in
demeanor.” Zionist diplomats and American Jewish leaders, who knew him well, had no
illusions about this “thunderer,” as they called him (grom meaning thunder in Russian). As Eban
later recalled, “both Eliahu Epstein, who headed our ofﬁce in Washington, and [Moshe] Sharett
[head of the political department of the Jewish Agency] were ﬂuent in Russian and had
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conducted many conversations with Gromyko and with his deputy, Semyon Tsarapkin, without
receiving any intimation of Soviet support.”
The American government had no such intimation, either. All along, the State Department, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the CIA had cautioned that a U.S. vote for partition would enable the
Soviets to reap Arab gratitude for opposing it, as Moscow was certainly expected to do. Only four
days before Gromyko’s speech, the American embassy in Moscow predicted that in the upcoming
UN session, the Soviets would oppose “formation in all or part of Palestine of a Jewish state,
which the USSR would regard as a Zionist tool of the West, inevitably hostile to the Soviet
Union,” and would instead favor the “independence of Palestine with its present Arab-majority
population.”
In opening his speech, Gromyko performed as expected. The British Mandate over Palestine, he
explained at length, had failed in its mission; with the spread of violence, the country had
deteriorated “into a semi-military or police state.” The Mandate had to be terminated. No
surprise there: the ﬁercely anti-British Soviets certainly weren’t going to insist that Britain linger
in any outpost of its empire.
But then, to the astonishment of all, Gromyko began to dwell upon the Holocaust. During the
war, he said, the Jewish people had been subjected to “indescribable sorrow and suffering. It is
difﬁcult to express them in dry statistics.” Jews had been subjected to “almost complete physical
annihilation.” And now “hundreds of thousands of Jews are wandering about in various
countries of Europe,” many in camps for displaced persons where they “are still continuing to
undergo great privations. . . . The time has come,” he proclaimed, “to help these people, not by
word, but by deed. . . . This is a duty of the United Nations.”
What, then, should be done? Up to this point, the Soviet position had been that the solution for
these hundreds of thousands of homeless Jews lay in Europe. But no longer. “No Western
European state,” Gromyko asserted,
has been able to assure the defense of the elemental rights of the Jewish people. This
is an unpleasant fact, but unfortunately, like all other facts, it must be admitted, [and
it also] explains the aspirations of the Jews to establish their own state.
And then the bombshell:
It would be unjust not to take this into consideration and to deny the right of the
Jewish people to realize this aspiration. It would be unjustiﬁable to deny this right to
the Jewish people, particularly in view of all it has undergone during the war.
The Soviet Union, said Gromyko, would still prefer a “single Arab-Jewish state with equal rights
for the Jews and Arabs.” But if the UN commission found this “impossible to implement, in view
of the deterioration in the relations between Jews and Arabs,” there was a “justiﬁable”
alternative: “the partition of Palestine into two independent single states, one Jewish and one
Arab.”
Eban could hardly believe his ears:
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Nothing had prepared us for this windfall. . . . Moscow was reversing its traditional
posture by proposing the option of a Jewish state. I had come to the United Nations
with pessimistic assumptions about the balance of forces; I now revised my
predictions. . . . For the ﬁrst time, our political sky was lit up with a gleam of hope. It
was no longer necessary to be a romantic optimist in order to foresee a Zionist
success. Gromyko had become a Zionist hero.
The news electriﬁed the yishuv. “Palestine Excited over Soviet Stand,” a New York Times headline
proclaimed. Natan Alterman, the yishuv’s most prominent Hebrew poet, swiftly published a
verse “Telegram to Gromyko.” An excerpt:
There are no words.
The yishuv is still dazed.
Please understand: for some time,
we’ve been deprived of news like this
with the taste of manna. . . .
It’s the vital, warm, good emotion
of a swimmer struggling against endless waves,
who’s suddenly tossed a lifesaver from the shore.
David Ben-Gurion met Gromyko in New York a short time later. Afterward, while warning against
exaggerating the speech’s importance, he claimed to have received “additional clariﬁcations”
from Gromyko that were “positive” and “did not diminish in the least the impression” made by
the public speech, which had both “moral and political value.”

III. The Evolution of Soviet Support

As it turned out, Ben-Gurion’s caution was misplaced. For the next two years, the Soviet Union
proved to be the steadiest great-power supporter of the Jewish state-in-formation and then of
Israel. There were at least ﬁve major milestones in the evolution of Soviet support.
(1) When UNSCOP returned a recommendation of partition in September 1947, the Soviet Union
quickly backed it. On November 26, in the general debate that preceded the historic vote,
Gromyko made the Zionist case, brushing off as “unacceptable” the Arab objection that partition
constituted “an historical injustice”:
After all, the Jewish people has been closely linked with Palestine for a considerable
period in history. Apart from that . . . we must not overlook the position in which the
Jewish people found themselves as a result of the recent world war. . . . The solution
of the Palestine problem into two separate states will be of profound historical
signiﬁcance, because this decision will meet the legitimate demands of the Jewish
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people, hundreds of thousands of whom, as you know, are still without a country,
without homes, having found temporary shelter only in special camps in some
Western European countries.
The Soviet Union voted “yes” for partition, as did its satellites Belorussia, Ukraine, Poland, and
Czechoslovakia. (Yugoslavia, another satellite, abstained.)
(2) In March 1948, with the United States retreating from the idea of partition, the Soviet Union
stood ﬁrmly in favor of it and attacked the alternative American proposal of a UN trusteeship. On
April 20, as the clock wound down on the British Mandate, Gromyko denounced trusteeship as
an idea that would place Palestine “in a state of virtual colonial slavery.” Only partition into
independent states would “satisfy the legitimate aspirations of the Jewish people, which had
suffered so much under the Hitler regime.” If trusteeship were put to a vote, he warned, the
Soviet Union would cast a “no” ballot.
(3) Also at the start of 1948, the Soviet Union, while sending no equipment on its own, gave a nod
to crucial arms deals between Czechoslovakia and Israel, assuring the latter an advantage in the
battle with the Palestinian Arabs that was already under way. The Czech motive was mundane: a
need for foreign currency. But the deal depended on Soviet acquiescence (and, according to
some accounts, on Stalin’s personal authorization).
The arms deliveries made it possible to provide every Israeli recruit with his or her own weapon
and ample ammunition. And the guns arrived in the nick of time, allowing the Haganah to go on
the offensive in the lead-up to independence (“Plan Dalet”).

At the start of 1948, the Soviet Union gave a nod to crucial arms deals
between Czechoslovakia and Israel, assuring the latter an advantage in
its war of independence. “They saved the country, I have no doubt of
that,” Ben-Gurion said.
“They saved the country, I have no doubt of that,” Ben-Gurion would say two decades later. “The
Czech arms deal was the greatest help, it saved us and without it I very much doubt if we could
have survived the ﬁrst month.” Golda Meir, in her memoirs, similarly wrote that without the
arms from the Eastern bloc, “I do not know whether we actually could have held out until the
tide changed, as it did by June 1948.”
(4) In June 1948, as Israel gained the upper hand, the Soviets backed the most important Israeli
objections to the plan for a settlement being pushed by the UN mediator Count Folke Bernadotte.
Responding to Bernadotte’s proposal to transfer the entire Negev to Transjordan, foreign
minister Vyacheslav M. Molotov advised Stalin that this would put four-ﬁfths of Israeli territory
into the hands of Transjordan—“i.e., into British control”—and should be rejected. (“Comrade
Stalin agrees,” Molotov scribbled on the document.)
(5) The Soviets also supported Israel on the question of Palestinian Arab refugees. Instead of
Bernardotte’s proposal that these Arabs be given the right to return to the territory of the Jewish
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state, the Soviets preferred that “the Jews be given the opportunity to come to an agreement with
the Arabs on this matter in the course of peace negotiations.” Near the end of the war, in
December 1948, the Soviet Union and its satellites voted against General Assembly resolution
194, later cited as guaranteeing a “right of return” for Palestinian Arab refugees. (The United
States voted in favor.)
In sum, Israel could hardly have asked for more. In October 1948, Sharett reported to the Israeli
cabinet that “the Eastern bloc supports us staunchly. . . . In the Security Council the Russians are
operating not just as our allies, but as our emissaries.” Eban noted that for these “two or three
years,” the Soviets “were more constant in their assertiveness in support of Israel than even the
United States. There were no wobblings, no vacillations.” Through it all, moreover, the Soviets
had “attacked the Arabs vehemently.” To Eban’s mind, this had to do with the Soviet political
style, so totally at odds with the American:
Then and afterward, the Soviet Union were either for you or against you. If they were for you,
they were 100-percent; if they were against you, they were 100-percent. The United States
always had a plurality in their objectives and tried to combine their objectives in a single
policy. So they were never 100-percent for you, and they were never 100-percent against you.
Nobody could completely trust them and nobody could completely despair of them.

IV. Why Stalin Did It

Why did Stalin do it? The question has perplexed historians for 70 years. Since the fall of the
Soviet Union, scholars have studied and published hundreds of Soviet documents on early
Soviet-Israel relations. These documents include policy recommendations made to Stalin and
instructions from the Soviet foreign ministry to its diplomats, but no document has revealed
Stalin’s own thinking.
Because the sudden shift deﬁed belief, some questioned whether Stalin gave much thought to it
at all. This was the view of the historian Walter Laqueur. A decade after the events, Laqueur
expressed
some doubt whether the decision to support the establishment of a Jewish state was
taken at top level; in view of subsequent developments it is at least possible that this
course of action was recommended by some foreign-ministry advisers and approved
by Stalin in a ﬁt of absentmindedness.
Possible, yes—but, to judge from the Soviet documents, unlikely. In July 1947, the ﬁrst secretary
of the Soviet embassy in Washington insisted that “it was only after a careful and comprehensive
analysis of the situation that Gromyko had been authorized to make his statement.” Throughout
that period of high-level analysis, nearly all of Stalin’s foreign-policy advisers opposed partition
(as did Truman’s). Their consensus was that support for a Jewish state would provoke “an
unfavorable reaction” across the Arab world.
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Only Stalin could have overturned this consensus. So great a pivot in ofﬁcial policy, argues the
cold-war historian Vladislav Zubok, “was unthinkable without Stalin’s personal decision. . . . [It
was] a gamble, a probe, that only Stalin could come up with.” Indeed, it would have been perilous
for any underling to propose support for the Zionist project of a Jewish state. Molotov, foreign
minister and Politburo member at the time, later recalled that when it came to the idea of a
Jewish state, “everyone objected but us—me and Stalin.”
So again: why did Stalin decide as he did? No historians give any weight to pro-Jewish sentiment.
At Yalta in February 1945, Stalin had described the Jews to President Franklin D. Roosevelt as
“middlemen, proﬁteers, and parasites.” There is no evidence that his view ever changed, except
for the worse. Benny Morris has gone the farthest in speculating that the Soviets, in addition to
considerations of realpolitik, might also have been “moved by the horrors of the Holocaust and
by a sense of camaraderie with fellow sufferers at Nazi hands.” Bernard Lewis is not persuaded:
“It is difﬁcult to believe that Stalin, who killed countless millions in his own concentration
camps, was moved by compassion for the plight of Hitler’s surviving victims.”
An American view, commonplace at the time, was that Stalin simply wanted to create turmoil.
Partition would end in war, which, whatever its consequences, the Soviets could somehow
exploit. Thus, the American number-two at the United Nations wondered “whether the Russians
want partition or whether it is chaos they seek in Palestine.” George Kennan, the foremost Soviet
expert at the State Department, called partition “favorable to Soviet objectives of sowing
dissension and discord in non-Communist countries.”
How exactly such discord would serve Soviet interests remained unclear, however. Right up to
Gromyko’s May 1947 speech (and in some cases, even later), every relevant agency of the U.S.
government assumed that the Soviets would oppose partition in order to win Arab favor, while
America would pay a heavy price in Arab opinion for supporting it. Not surprisingly, then, the
Americans remained befuddled by the Soviet move, which seemed to them utterly
counterintuitive.
Dean Rusk, head of the UN desk at the State Department, admitted to being “puzzled” by the
“novelty of what seemed to be a pro-Zionist [Soviet] policy.” Robert Lovett, under-secretary of
state, professed himself “mystiﬁed.” Kennan’s imagination also came up short: “There is no way
of telling in exactly what manner the USSR will attempt to turn partition to its advantage.” (“It
must be assumed, however,” he lamely added, “that Moscow will actively endeavor to ﬁnd some
means of exploiting the opportunity.”)

Astute observers of Soviet policy have attributed a plausible motive to
Stalin: the Jewish state would be a useful lever for dislodging Britain from
the heart of the region.
Most astute observers of Soviet policy, then and now, have attributed a more precise and
plausible motive to Stalin. By 1947, the cold war had already seeped into the Mediterranean and
the Middle East via Greece, Turkey, and Iran. Stalin may have concluded that the cause of a
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Jewish state would be a useful lever for dislodging Britain from the heart of the region. The
British might still hold sway over their Arab clients in Transjordan and Iraq, and keep Egypt in
their grip. But a Jewish state would drive the British out of Palestine, lock, stock, and barrel.
True, supporting it would come at a cost: the (small) Arab Communist parties would be
devastated. But it was a negligible price to pay in return for securing Britain’s ignominious
retreat from one of its biggest bases in the Middle East.
This was clear as early as June 1946 to a leading Zionist diplomat, Eliahu Sasson, whose ﬁeld was
Arab politics. From this vantage point, he observed the Soviets acting everywhere in the Middle
East to counter the British. His prescient conclusion:
Not only is there no reason to expect Russian policy to be hostile to us, there are
grounds for thinking it will be friendly. Not out of sympathy to us or out of hatred
toward the Arabs, but in order to settle political accounts with England.
The anti-British logic also ﬁgured in some Soviet policy papers, and in retrospect it makes perfect
sense. But as there is still nothing straight from Stalin’s mouth, the riddle lingers. Molotov didn’t
solve it in 1972, when he gave a confused account of his rationale:
It’s one thing to be anti-Zionist and anti-bourgeois and quite another to be against the
Jewish people. . . . The Jews had long struggled for their own state under a Zionist
ﬂag. We, of course, were against Zionism. But to refuse a people the right to statehood
would mean oppressing them.
Thus the paradox: the state of Israel came into being with the crucial support of a regime that
continued to see itself as “against Zionism,” “of course.”

V. The Zionist Grooming of Russia

An additional and crucial element—the one I signaled early on—will help ﬁll out the picture.
Soviet support for partition and for Israel has usually been described as a “windfall” (Eban’s
word) that took the Zionists by surprise. But, years before Gromyko’s speech, Zionist leaders
themselves had begun to pursue Soviet support. Although they were surprised in 1947, many
would come to believe that their own earlier efforts had produced the turnabout.
The central ﬁgures in this saga include Weizmann and Ben-Gurion. But at the very center there
may stand a man largely forgotten to Israel’s history: Ivan Mikhailovich Maisky.
From 1932 to 1943, Maisky served as Stalin’s ambassador to the Court of St. James. Of PolishJewish ancestry, he had been a revolutionary as a young man and spent World War I in British
exile. Returning to Russia after the 1917 revolution, he joined the Bolshevik party and put his
charm to work as a diplomat.
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Posted back to London, Maisky befriended a who’s-who of the British political and intellectual
elite, from Neville Chamberlain and Winston Churchill to George Bernard Shaw and Beatrice
Webb. Today, historians of the Soviet Union celebrate Maisky for his copious diary, in which he
tells how, through treacherous waters, he adroitly steered Soviet-British relations through most
of the war.
Chaim Weizmann, who conducted Zionist diplomacy from London, had taken notice. During the
earlier world war, Weizmann had anticipated the defeat of the Ottoman Empire, placed his bet
on Britain, and been instrumental in securing the Balfour Declaration. By 1941, as Zionism’s
elder statesman and president of the World Zionist Organization, he was anguished by Britain’s
betrayal of its pledge to facilitate a Jewish national home in Palestine. Now the new world war
seemed likely to undo the British Empire, throwing open the Middle East once again. Who would
ﬁll the vacuum? Whom should the Zionists cultivate?
Weizmann had no illusions about Stalin. In addition to the familiar catalogue of the Soviet
dictator’s treachery, Weizmann had personal experience of his cruelty. Although most of the
Weizmann siblings had left Russia before 1917, his younger brother Shmuel had gone back to
build the “revolution” and disappeared in the “Great Purge” of the late 1930s.

Weizmann had no illusions about Stalin, whose forces had killed his
brother. Yet, despite this, Weizmann thought that under certain
circumstances, Stalin might prove willing to aid the Zionist cause.
Yet, despite this, Weizmann thought that under certain circumstances, Stalin might prove
willing to aid the Zionist cause—and Ivan Maisky was Stalin’s most proximate agent. “A few days
ago I had an unexpected visitor,” wrote Maisky in his diary in February 1941: “the well-known
Zionist leader Dr. Weizmann.” Maisky was impressed by the digniﬁed demeanor of this “tall,
elderly, elegantly dressed gentleman” who spoke calmly and deliberately in “excellent Russian.”
In their conversation, the man credited with winning the Balfour Declaration anticipated the
ﬁnal demise of the British-Zionist entente. The English, he offered, “don’t like the Jews,” and
“prefer the Arabs to the Jews.” They were “hardly likely to agree” to mass immigration into
Palestine of Jews who might survive the war. “And if they don’t agree, what will happen?”
Weizmann sharpened the question: “What has a British victory to offer the Jews?” The implied
message: once the war ended, the Zionists would ﬁnalize their divorce from Britain and be open
to new relationships.
So began the wooing of Maisky, a joint effort by Weizmann and Ben-Gurion. It consisted of
overtures and memos in which the Zionist leaders hammered away at set themes: the Jews were
resolved to ﬁght for their freedom, a Jewish state would be neutral, and the Arabs were either
British agents or collaborators of Nazi Germany.
In particular, the two leaders worked to persuade Maisky that Palestine was a one-stop solution
for Europe’s desperate Jewish masses. All through the Mandate period, critics of Zionism
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claimed that the country couldn’t absorb enough Jews to solve Europe’s Jewish “problem.” The
Zionists worked especially hard to persuade Maisky otherwise.
Thus, when, at their ﬁrst meeting, Maisky “expressed some surprise about how Weizmann hoped
to settle ﬁve million Jews on territory occupied by one million Arabs,” Weizmann replied that the
Arab was “the father of the desert. . . . Give me the land occupied by a million Arabs, and I will
easily settle ﬁve times that number of Jews on it.” In their second meeting, in September 1943,
Maisky repeated his worry about the “smallness” of Palestine, to which Weizmann responded by
invoking a report by the renowned American irrigation engineer Walter Clay Lowdermilk, who
estimated that the country could absorb another four million European Jewish refugees. The
following month, Maisky raised the same issue with Ben-Gurion: “We want to know the truth,
what is the capacity of Palestine?” Ben-Gurion spoke more modestly of two million Jews, and in
due course provided Maisky with a supporting memorandum.
The two Zionist leaders also assured Maisky that the yishuv’s social and economic organization
was not only compatible with Communism but even resembled it. The kibbutzim, Ben-Gurion
emphasized in October 1941, while not ideologically Communist, “from an economic point of
view . . . were communistic.” Palestine was home to “the only organized labor movement in the
whole of the Middle East” and “the nucleus of a socialist commonwealth.”
In March 1943, Weizmann sent a memo to Maisky, which included this deftly ingratiating
passage:
Three of the most fundamental aspects of Soviet social philosophy are embodied in
the national system being built in Palestine by the Zionist movement: collective
welfare and not individual gain is the guiding principle and goal of the economic
structure; equality of standing is established in the community between manual and
intellectual workers; and consequently the fullest scope is provided for intellectual
life and the development of labor. There are no fundamental psychological barriers to
mutual understanding, and the Zionist movement has never felt antagonistic to
Soviet social philosophy.
As the war progressed and the Soviets began to push the Germans back in Europe, Zionist leaders
gained the sense that their efforts were beginning to pay off. In September 1943, as Maisky
prepared to leave London for Moscow to help plan the postwar settlement, Weizmann met him
one last time. The Zionists, Weizmann said, “had been friendly toward Russia and hoped that the
Soviet government would understand their aims.” Maisky replied that “he could not commit his
government, but he believed that the Soviets would support them. . . . He thought that Russia
would certainly stand by them”—an early hint (or hunch), offered three-and-a-half years before
Gromyko’s dramatic bombshell at the United Nations.
Maisky’s route back to Moscow took him through the Middle East, and in October he visited
Palestine. Now he was the one to seize the initiative, reaching out to Ben-Gurion, who took him
and his wife on an afternoon visit to two kibbutzim near Jerusalem. As if on an ofﬁcial factﬁnding trip, Maisky expressed keen interest in all aspects of kibbutz communal life and even
posed for a photograph with Ben-Gurion and Golda Meir.
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On the return ride to Jerusalem, Maisky told Ben-Gurion that “after the war there will be a
serious Jewish problem and it will have to be resolved; we have to express an opinion, so we must
know.” Ben-Gurion could hardly believe this turn of events. “It was all a great surprise to me,” he
reported to his colleagues. “For me it was a revelation. I could hardly believe it. It obligates us to
act—here is another country that is taking an interest in this question.”
Maisky wrote a memo on his visit to Palestine. No historian has been allowed to see it, so it
remains the subject of endless speculation—but while the details aren’t known, its thrust is wellattested. The Ukrainian foreign minister at the time called the report “full of admiration at the
wonderful progressive achievements of the Jews in Palestine.” Harold Laski, the British socialist
leader, told Ben-Gurion in 1944 that “I read Maisky’s secret report and I became a Zionist.”
Did the memo have a similar effect in Moscow? The historian Gabriel Gorodetsky, the translator
and editor of Maisky’s diaries, has dismissed the notion that Zionist cultivation of Maisky made a
decisive difference. Maisky “misled” Ben-Gurion by suggesting that he exerted a vast inﬂuence
over Soviet foreign policy; although he did prepare a “glowing report” for Stalin, he had already
been shunted aside. On his return to Moscow in 1943, Gorodetsky writes, “he found the doors to
the Kremlin bolted.” While he continued to advise Stalin at the Yalta and Potsdam conferences,
he was out of the ministry by the end of 1945. Zionist leaders only imagined that their wooing of
Maisky had anything to do with Stalin’s decision.
In one obvious sense, this is true: Stalin made his decision more than three years after Maisky’s
report, and in the context of the cold war. But the Zionist outreach to Maisky was itself only the
most high-proﬁle facet of a more extensive campaign that mobilized another layer of Zionist
diplomats (including Sharett, Epstein, and Nahum Goldmann), involved overtures to Soviet
missions from Washington to Ankara, and continued right up to Gromyko’s speech.

Would the transformation in the Soviet view have occurred without years
of activist Zionist diplomacy? Zionist leaders had no doubt: somehow,
they had tipped the scales.
The Zionist statesmen involved in this pursuit were neither naïve nor uninformed about the
workings of the Soviet state. In particular, Ben-Gurion’s knowledge of the Soviet Union was deep
and wide. As a young socialist organizer, he had spent three months there in 1923 and would later
testify that “we [Zionists] were constant in our love for the great revolution in Russia.” But in 1928
the Soviet regime banned even the most socialist forms of Zionism, and Ben-Gurion found that
things then became visible “in their true light.” He understood perfectly that reconciliation with
Moscow “will come neither as a result of kibbutz settlement . . . nor by translating Lenin or Stalin
into Hebrew.”
Still, he and his colleagues also knew just what to say (and in Russian) so as to make support for a
Jewish state appear consistent, if not with Soviet ideology or propaganda, then with Soviet
interests. And, at the moment of decision, consistent the two seemed to be. In July 1947, the
second secretary of the Soviet embassy in Washington told Epstein that the Soviets knew
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perfectly well “that [Zionist] social experiments in collectivism have nothing to do with the
Marxist interpretation of collectivism.” But, he added, the yishuv seemed to be “a peaceful,
democratic and progressive community . . . which can block anti-Soviet intrigues, so easily
hatched among the reactionary circles ruling the Arab countries at present.”
Would this transformation in the Soviet view have occurred without years of activist Zionist
diplomacy? And would it have occurred in time? Historians might differ. But Zionist leaders had
no doubt: somehow, they had tipped the scales.

VI. Why the Soviets Turned on Israel

Summarizing the support given the Zionists by the Soviet Union, Walter Laqueur wrote that
“without it they would not have stood a chance.” Yet that support never became the foundation
of a lasting alliance. Indeed, already by 1949, the Soviet Union and Israel were headed for a
collision. What went wrong?
If it is true that the Soviet aim was to push Britain out, then by 1949 this aim had been achieved.
Israel had won a decisive military victory and had even conquered the Negev, which Britain had
hoped to keep as a bridge between Egypt and Transjordan. Britain’s ﬁnal exit from the Middle
East would take another decade, but its retreat began with the creation of Israel. As far as Soviet
strategy was concerned, it was “mission accomplished.”
But the Soviets didn’t just withdraw support; they were becoming openly hostile. Driving the
pendulum back were a number of factors, including Stalin’s increasingly severe paranoia on all
fronts. And then there was a domestic problem where Soviet Jews were concerned.
During the war, Zionist leaders had assured Soviet authorities that the country’s Jews were out of
bounds for Zionist proselytization. “I’m not worried about [Soviet Jews],” Weizmann had told
Maisky at their ﬁrst meeting.
They are not under any threat. In 20 or 30 years’ time, if the present regime in your
county lasts, they will be assimilated. . . . Soviet Jews will gradually merge with the
general current of Russian life, as an inalienable part of it. I may not like it, but I’m
ready to accept it: at least Soviet Jews are on ﬁrm ground, and their fate does not
make me shudder.
But when Gromyko in 1947 announced the turn in Soviet policy, a wave of euphoria swept Soviet
Jewry. From synagogues to labor camps, Jews openly expressed their Zionist yearnings. This
fever only intensiﬁed upon the partition resolution, the declaration of the state, and ﬁnally the
arrival of Golda Meir as Israel’s ﬁrst envoy in September 1948. On her ﬁrst sabbath in Moscow,
tens of thousands of Jews ﬁlled the streets around the city’s main synagogue, and they did so
again on the Jewish New Year and Yom Kippur. Meir gave a vivid description of the scene in her
memoirs:
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A crowd of close to 50,000 people was waiting for us. For a minute, I could not grasp
what had happened—or even who they were. And then it dawned on me. They had
come—those good, brave Jews—in order to be with us, to demonstrate their sense of
kinship and to celebrate the establishment of the State of Israel. . . . Someone pushed
me into a cab. But the cab couldn’t move either, because the crowd was cheering;
laughing, weeping Jews had engulfed it. . . . I stuck my head out of the window of the
cab and said: “A dank eich vos ihr seit geblieben Yidden” (Thank you for having
remained Jews.)
It was all very moving. But Mordechai Namir, the ﬁrst secretary of the Israeli diplomatic mission,
recalled that the spontaneous demonstration produced “a sinking feeling in our hearts because
of the suspicion that the blatant conduct of the congregation had crossed the acceptable limits . .
. and that we had participated in a very tragic event.”

In the wake of USSR support for Israel, a wave of euphoria swept Soviet
Jewry. In response, by the end of 1948, Stalin launched a “secret
pogrom” against leading Jews accused of Zionist conspiracy.
The sequel bore out these apprehensions. Gromyko had speciﬁed in his speech that “no Western
European state” had assured elemental Jewish rights (emphasis added). The implication was
that the rights of Soviet Jews hadn’t been compromised; for them now to be asserting the
contrary by hailing Israel as their redemption caught the authorities off-guard. With each
passing month they grew more alarmed at the percolation of Zionist sympathies at home.
Stalin thus had ample reason to be alarmed by the impact his own policy was having on the twoand-a-half million Soviet Jews who after the Holocaust formed the largest mass of Jews in
Europe. Decades of repression had been suddenly lifted, releasing a surge of ethnic and
nationalist fervor that would in turn necessitate even more brutal measures of repression.
Already by the end of 1948, he had launched what one historian has called a “secret pogrom”
against leading Jews accused of Zionist conspiracy.
The subsequent persecutions of the early 1950s, from the show trial and execution in Prague of
Rudolf Slansky and other high-placed Jewish members of the Czech Communist party to the
Moscow “Doctors’ Plot,” warrant their own grim telling. Sufﬁce it to say that in the Soviet Union
and its satellites, domestic anti-Semitism and opposition to Israel became inseparable twins.

VII. Zionists Prefer the West

Nor was it simply that Stalin deplored Zionism and hated the Jews. For its part, the mainstream
Zionist leadership had no great regard for Stalin or the Soviet Union. Their preference lay with
the West.
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True, this did not apply to the far-left Zionist factions that in 1948 coalesced in Israel’s Mapam
party. Until the Prague trials in 1952, most of its members, many of whom had also played leading
roles in the yishuv’s military defense, looked favorably upon the Soviet Union. Portraits of Stalin
brooded over the dining halls of some of their kibbutzim, and the KGB successfully recruited
leading Mapam members as agents. But the pro-Soviet left, even at its height, did not appeal to
more than 15 percent of the public—its share in Israel’s ﬁrst elections in 1949—and it declined
steadily thereafter.
True, too, at the height of Soviet support, a wave of gratitude had swept the yishuv as a whole.
One especially astute witness was the Jewish-Hungarian author Arthur Koestler, who spent
much of 1948 in Israel. Koestler, a former Communist and Comintern agent during the Spanish
Civil War, owed his fame to his 1940 novel Darkness at Noon. Set in 1938 in the midst of the
“Great Purge,” the book accused Stalin of criminal betrayal.
In a piece of reportage from Israel in June 1948, Koestler noted (with understatement) that “this
correspondent is hardly susceptible to Stalinite leanings”:
And yet, had he suffered what people here have suffered in the past six months, while
one leading Western democracy [Britain] waged an almost undisguised war on them
and a second [the United States] looked on, the psychological pressure of
circumstances might have turned even him into a fellow traveler [of Communist
Russia]. . . . The almost weekly oscillations of American policy, and the paradox that
America recognized Israel but by maintaining the arms embargo deprived it of its
means of defense, increased the general feeling of bitterness and disgust with the
West.
Koestler had witnessed the “spontaneous surge of sympathy and gratitude” toward the Soviet
Union among Israelis. Nevertheless, to his mind, this “emotional leaning” was a transient thing.
The majority of Jews in Palestine, including in Ben-Gurion’s Labor party,
realize[d] that Russia’s gesture was exclusively designed to serve her own political
aims. They remembered well that for 30 years Russia had persecuted Zionism as a
fascist movement. The sudden and total reversal of Soviet policy . . . was too obvious
a maneuver to take them in.
For Koestler, there was no question that mainstream Zionists preferred the West; the shallow
sympathy for the Soviets arose only from the West’s own reluctant reception of Israel.
That same sympathy, however, had fed a malicious narrative among American opponents of
Zionism in the State Department, the CIA, and the Pentagon who asserted that a Jewish state
would become a Soviet satellite, inﬁltrated by Soviet agents in the guise of Jewish refugees.
Zionist leaders denied this claim at every turn. The ﬁrst to do so was Weizmann, in a letter to
Truman on the very eve of the partition vote. Weizmann cautioned the president against
believing predictions “that our project in Palestine may in some way be used as channel for the
inﬁltration of Communist ideas in the Middle East”:
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Nothing is further from the truth. Our immigrants from Eastern Europe are precisely
those who are leaving the Communist scene with which they do not wish to be
integrated. Otherwise, they would not leave at all. Had there been a serious attempt
by the Soviets to introduce Communist inﬂuences through our immigration, they
could easily have done so in previous decades. Every election and all observation in
Palestine testiﬁes to the trivial hold which Communism has achieved in our
community.
Not only that, but the yishuv felt a growing attraction to the United States, now home to the
largest Jewish community in the world. Weizmann, once installed as the new president of Israel,
assured James McDonald, the ﬁrst U.S. ambassador, that “our people are democratic and realize
that only through the cooperation and support of the United States can they become strong and
remain free.” Ben-Gurion chimed in, telling McDonald that “Rome would become Communist
before Jerusalem [would].”
McDonald agreed. “When the chips were down and Israel was forced to make her choice,” he
later wrote, “that choice was almost always pro-Western.” The Soviet ambassador, Pavel Yershov,
concurred, lamenting that Israel was “slid[ing] further and further toward the American
position” and “might capitulate completely to the Americans, becoming a tool for the realization
of their expansionist plans.”

American wariness that Israel would tip in Moscow’s direction may have
ﬁgured in the very decision now celebrated as the birth of U.S.-Israel
relations.
Formally, however, Israel had declared its “neutrality” between East and West: this was crucial to
its efforts to extricate hundreds of thousands of Jews remaining in Soviet satellite countries. Nor
did Israel’s early leaders, however much they craved the favor of United States, shy away from
leveraging their Soviet ties by hinting that they might yet tip in Moscow’s direction. Weizmann
himself warned that if the West “humiliated and deserted Israel in the UN and elsewhere,” its
people would become “alienated” and (by implication) drift toward the Soviets. Koestler thought
this quite impossible, but he worried that Ben-Gurion and Sharett were “too coy” to say so, giving
rise to suspicion in Washington that Israel might “might topple over to the other side.”
In retrospect, such a scenario seems incredible. But wariness of it, and the desirability of preempting it, may actually have ﬁgured in the very decision now celebrated as the birth of U.S.Israel relations. In the crucial meeting at which Truman decided in favor of immediate
recognition of Israel, White House counsel Clark Clifford made the compelling argument that, by
recognizing Israel ﬁrst, the U.S. could “steal a march on the USSR.” One observer of the decision
noted the prevalence of the “fairly well-founded suspicion that the U.S. speedy recognition was
prompted primarily by fears that the Soviet Union might do it ﬁrst.” Among the mix of Truman’s
motives, one-upping the Soviets could not have been too far from the surface.
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As Israel grew stronger, the cold-war argument became more compelling. By July 1948, Philip
Jessup, the number-two in the U.S. mission to the UN, could already describe Israel as “more
than a match” for any combination of Arab forces. Jessup also reported that Israel was “aware of
the disadvantages to it of too close an association with the Soviet Union” and “recognize[d] that
greater advantages would be gained from a closer association with the U.S. and other Western
powers.” Warning that were Israel “thrown into the arms of the Soviet Union it could become a
force operating to a very great disadvantage to the U.S., the UK, and other Western powers,”
Jessup drew the clear conclusion: treating Israel “fairly” would transform it into “a force
operating to our own advantage.”
The journey from “fair treatment” of Israel to the post-1967 strategic alliance with the United
States would prove to be a long one, with many ups and downs. But it originated in the desire to
keep Israel out of the Soviet orbit—an American reaction to a highly improbable scenario that
was itself made plausible only by Stalin’s surprising but consistent support for the Jewish state at
the moment of its birth. That being the case, perhaps there is another reason for Israel to thank
Stalin: he inadvertently helped Israel build its ﬁrst bridges to United States.

VIII. Lessons for Today

In 1961, the Soviet foreign ministry published a volume of basic documents on Soviet-Arab
relations. Although Gromyko himself chaired the publication committee, none of his UN
speeches in support of Israel appeared in the book. Nor did his 1988 Russian-language memoirs
mention the fact of Soviet support for Israel in 1947 and 1948, or his role in proclaiming it. The
Soviets wanted nothing more than to forget the entire episode, and so encourage their Arab
clients to do the same. “Israel has turned out badly,” reﬂected Molotov in his last years, when
asked about Soviet support for its establishment. “But Lord Almighty! That’s American
imperialism for you.”
Thankfully, a few diligent historians have done much over the past two decades to unearth the
record and tell the story in detail. In mustering evidence for this essay, I’ve relied largely on their
efforts. They include, most notably, Yaakov Ro’i, Arnold Krammer, and Uri Bialer, whose detailed
book-length accounts appeared before the fall of the Soviet Union; and Gabriel Gorodetsky,
Benjamin Pinkus, and Laurent Rucker, who in the aftermath of the regime’s collapse plumbed
accessible archives to add many new dimensions. What with important scholarly articles by
others also ﬁlling gaps, the story is there for all who seek it.
And yet, too few do. Both Israeli diplomats and American Zionists prefer to tell the same simple
tale reﬂected in Ambassador Danon’s statement: “From the moment President Truman became
the ﬁrst world leader to recognize the new Jewish state, Israel has had no better friend that the
United States of America.” Everyone likes the story of a 70-year love affair between scrappy little
Israel and the world’s greatest superpower and democracy. But as we have seen, this statement,
however accurate it would become in later years, was untrue in the earliest ones when, as Abba
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Eban attested from his experience as Israel’s ﬁrst ambassador to the UN, the Soviets were “more
constant in their assertiveness in support of Israel than even the United States.”
Unfortunately, this historical misrepresentation exacts a cost. First, it tends to obscure the real
signiﬁcance of the international legitimacy conferred on Israel by the partition vote. Yes, it took
heroic efforts by partition’s supporters, including the United States, to round up the required
two-thirds “yes” votes in the General Assembly. But the successful outcome was due to the
fundamental fact that both of the victorious great powers, the United States and the Soviet
Union, supported partition and the creation of a Jewish state. This convergence created the
updraft that drew in the others.
Abba Eban regarded partition as “the ﬁrst American-Soviet agreement in the postwar era.” That
it was an agreement over the creation of the Jewish state suggests just how deep lie the
foundations of Israel’s international legitimacy. Many Arab apologists still seek to demonstrate
that this or that ballot in the General Assembly was obtained through threat or barter, and it is
true that in November 1947, advocates of partition pulled out all the stops. But with both
superpowers aligned, it required a special animus against Zionism to prompt a “no” ballot. With
few exceptions, this existed only in countries with Muslim majorities.
Second, the false idea that the United States was Israel’s “best friend” in 1948 subtracts from the
debt owed to the ﬁrst Israelis themselves. It would have been much easier to defeat the
Palestinian Arabs, and even the combined Arab forces, with the backing of the world’s greatest
power. But Israel didn’t enjoy that backing. Sharett, in a meeting with secretary of state George
Marshall, spoke bluntly to this point (as summarized by Israel’s ﬁrst cabinet secretary, Zeev
Sharaf):
The United States, [Sharett] continued, had not helped to establish the state; [it] had
assisted only by taking part in the vote at the United Nations, and this would not be
forgotten. But we, the Jewish people, he said, were carrying on the ﬁght in Palestine
ourselves without any aid whatever. We had asked for arms, but they had not been
given; we had asked for military guidance, but it had been withheld; ﬁnally, we had
asked for armor plating for buses, but even this had been refused. Whatever we had
secured was with our own capacities alone.
Sharett was too diplomatic to remind Marshall of just what, by contrast, the Soviets had done for
Israel.
In May 1949, Truman sent a threatening letter to Ben-Gurion criticizing Israel’s postwar position
on borders and refugees. Truman mentioned that the American government (and people) had
“given generous support to the creation of Israel.” In his diary, a fuming Ben-Gurion derided this
claim, discounting even U.S. support of partition:
The state of Israel was not established as a consequence of the UN resolution. Neither
America nor any other country saw the resolution through, nor did they stop the Arab
countries (and the British mandatory government) from declaring total war on us in
violation of UN resolutions. America did not raise a ﬁnger to save us and, moreover,
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imposed an arms embargo, and had we been destroyed they would not have
resurrected us.
The founders of Israel would thus have scoffed at the idea that the United States government
stood squarely by the new state at its creation. Israel’s existence, they believed, was owed entirely
to their own courage and grit—and to crates of guns sent by order of Stalin, purchased with
millions of dollars sent by American Jews.

Telling the partition story as “America-to-the-rescue” robs it of its most
important lessons. Zionism’s early leaders never said never, and never
took “no” for an answer.
Third, telling the partition story as “America-to-the-rescue” robs it of its most important lessons.
The genius of Zionist diplomacy, in 1947 as in 1917, resided in accurately detecting the rise and
decline of powers, and in exploiting their competitive rivalries. The Zionists had too much
experience to rely on the friendship of any one power. Indeed, it might be said that Zionism
insisted that the Jews had no steadfast “best friends” at all. World wars, revolutions, collapsing
empires—Zionism’s leaders saw no constants in international affairs, and they relentlessly
probed world capitals for the ﬁrst signs of shifts in policy and power. In practicing a diversiﬁed
diplomacy, the Zionists never said never, and never took “no” for an answer.
No Zionist today would think to celebrate the partition vote by praising the wise foresight of
Comrade Stalin. But it would be a missed opportunity (and bad history) to celebrate it only by
hailing Truman, the would-be Cyrus. On that day, the world welcomed the establishment of a
Jewish state in Palestine. It happened because shrewd and persistent Zionist statesmen and
diplomats persuaded the leaders of both increasingly antagonistic great powers that a Jewish
state would serve the interests of each.
“In terms both of Soviet and of American policy,” wrote Paul Johnson in the 1998 essay I quoted
at the outset, “Israel slipped into existence through a window that brieﬂy opened, and just as
suddenly closed.” It was Zionist statesmanship—critically coordinated with Zionist arms—that
opened the window just wide enough, and kept it open long enough, for Israel to enter. Surely
this achievement is the one that deserves to be remembered and celebrated in Flushing
Meadows 70 years to the day. The saga of the partition vote, far from being a singularly American
story, is a reminder that Israel must remain ever-nimble in maneuvering among the powers, and
not rely exclusively on a single one. This was crucial at Israel’s birth, and might prove crucial
again.
Finally, there is yet another cause for reﬂection as Israel approaches its 70th anniversary. In the
early years of the 20th century, the Zionist and the Russian revolutions occurred in tandem.
They arose from related discontents, in much of the same geographic space. Not surprisingly,
they both competed for the allegiance and energies of Jews. The Soviet Union lasted almost 69
years to the day, from 1922 to 1991. As of this year, the state of Israel has lasted longer, and it
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continues to ﬂourish. Israel won the war for the Jews, as surely as the United States won the cold
war.
The Soviet legacy is damnable with regard to Israel, too. The Soviet Union later armed and
incited the Arabs to wage wars on Israel that drew blood and inﬂicted suffering. But let Israel
record two credits to the ledger of that calamitous 20th-century regime. First, as Israel’s founders
attested and as this essay has shown, the Soviet Union gave vital support to Israel at its birth.
Second, it saved millions of Jews from otherwise certain destruction by the Nazis—Jews who,
with their descendants, would crucially augment the population of Israel upon the eventual
Soviet collapse.
This does not mitigate the crimes perpetrated by Stalin, whose barbarity sometimes rivaled
Hitler’s. It is a reminder that while Israel should always prefer the good company of the
righteous, the others must not be neglected.
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